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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous article, the notion of a weakly integrable semigroup on a 
locally convex space was introduced and applied to semigroups of unboun- 
ded operators on a Banach space [2]. The relationship with diffusion 
processes has also been considered [3]. However a central feature of the 
classical theory remains to be treated. 
The purpose of the present article is to fill this gap by providing a 
characterization of those operators which act as the generators of a class of 
weakly integrable semigroups. There are a number of problems which 
make the task more difficult in our general setting than in the classical 
theory of C,-semigroups on Banach spaces [ 11, and its extension to locally 
convex spaces [6]. 
First, the semigroup is not assumed to form an equicontinuous collection 
of operators on the underlying space E, even as the parameter ranges over 
a closed bounded subinterval of (0, co); the most that can be said in 
general is that the semigroup of operators is pointwise bounded for some 
weaker topology on E (modulo exponential growth). 
There are no conditions imposed requiring the semigroup to be a con- 
tinuous function of its parameter. Furthermore, the domain of the 
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“generator” is not assumed to be dense in the topology of E. For 
applications to diffusion processes, such assumptions are unnatural [3]. 
Despite the absence of these desirable features in the present setting, it 
turns out that by working exclusively with weak topologies a good deal of 
information can still be deduced from the properties of weakly integrable 
semigroups and their resolvents. The reasoning proceeds by appealing to 
compactness at the appropriate places rather than to completeness, because 
the relevant spaces are badZy incomplete. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 establishes the 
basic notation and terminology concerning weakly integrable semigroups. 
The details may be found in [2] although the present paper may be read 
independently. Some aspects of real valued Laplace transforms are 
reviewed in Section 3 and applied to resolvents in the vector setting. 
The main theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
resolvent to be associated with a type of weakly integrable semigroup on a 
locally convex space is proved in Section 4 (Theorem 4.4). An application 
of Theorem 4.4 is given in Section 5. 
2. WEAKLY INTEGRABLE SEMIGROUPS 
Let E be a locally convex space with E’ its dual space. Denote the family 
of continuous linear operators on E by Y(E). The identity operator on E is 
denoted by I. 
A map S: (0, co) + Y(E) is called a semigroup of continuous linear 
operators on E (or briefly, a semigroup on E) if S(s + t) = S(s) S(t) for all 
s, t > 0. Given a semigroup S on E, let S’ denote the adjoint semigroup on 
E’ (equipped with the topology a(E’, E)). 
Now suppose that F is a subspace of E’ separating points in E. 
A semigroup S: (0, co) + Z(E) is said to be an F-semigroup if the follow- 
ing two conditions are satisfied. 
(Sl ) There is an Y-invariant subspace of F separating points in E. 
(S2) There exists a number os > 0 such that for all A > os and x E E, 
the function t I-+ eP”‘(S(t)x, <), t > 0 is integrable on (0, cc) for every 
< E F, and there exists R(l)x E E such that 
(R(l)x, 4) = lam eP”‘(S(t)x, 0 dt, t E F. 
It is convenient to write R(1) =Sz ePA’S(t) dt, il>w, with the 
understanding that the integral exists in the sense of (S2). The family of 
linear maps R(A), A > os is called the resoloent of S. 
Let S be an F-semigroup on E with R its resolvent. The proofs of the 
following properties are not deep [2]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. (i) R(IZ) - R(p) = (p - I) R(I) R(p) for all 1, p > os. 
(ii) R(I)S(t)=S(t)R(I)for all I>os, t>O. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A: 9(A) --+ E be a linear map with domain S(A) c E. 
Zf for some A > us, R(A)(JZ- A)x = x for all x E 9(A), then 
for all xE9(A), 5EFand t>O. 
Conversely, iffor every x E 9(A) the set of all 5 E Ffor which (1) holds for 
almost all t >0 separates points in E, then R(l)(RI- A)x=x for all 
XE~(A) and A>o,. 
Any family of linear maps satisfying the relation (i) of Lemma 2.1 (the 
resolvent relation) is called a resolvent on E. 
As a consequence of the resolvent relation, whenever there exists v > k, 
such that R(v) is injective, there exists a unique operator G,: g(G,) + E 
such that R(JL)= (II- G,))’ for all A> w,; it is called, naturally, the 
E-generator of S. 
3. LAPLACE TRANSFORMS AND RESOLVENTS 
Given an p( E)-valued function f: Q + T’(E) on the set R, we shall write 
(fx, l) for the function (f (. )x, 5 ) whenever x E E and r E E’. Similarly, fx 
denotes the E-valued function f( . )x. 
For every x E E and 5 E F, (Rx, 5) is by definition the Laplace transform 
of the scalar function (Sx, 5). Our aim is to recover the semigroup S from 
its Laplace transform R. 
The problem of the inversion of the Laplace transform of scalar functions 
is treated from a number of viewpoints in Hille-Phillips [ 11. A central role 
is played there by the Widder differential operators L,, k = 1,2,..., defined 
for every smooth function f: (0, co ) + R! by 
L,(f)(t)=(-I)*(~~+‘f’*‘(~)lk!, t>O 
k = 1, 2,.... It is therefore necessary to deal with the derivatives of the 
function (Rx, < ) for each x E E and 5 E F. 
Now if E is a Banach space and i? is a resolvent family of bounded linear 
maps then it is a simple consequence of the resolvent relation that i? is 
locally analytic [I, 5.8.21. Moreover, if E is any sequentially complete 
locally convex space and 1 is a resolvent family on E which is locally 
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bounded in gS(E) (S?(E) equipped with the topology of simple con- 
vergence), then using the Banach-Mackey theorem [4,20.11], it follows 
that for each x E E, Rx has strong derivatives in E of all orders and they 
are given by 
ji~(~)=(-l)“.!R”+‘x, n = 1, 2,... 
The resolvents considered here are defined by R(A) = s? e-“S(t) dt, 
L>o,, so by dominated convergence Rx is a(E, F)-continuous for each 
XE E, but it is not known in advance whether Rx is locally bounded in E 
or not. This problem can be circumvented by appealing to the special 
character of R. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that each operator R(i), jw >ms is a(E, F)-con- 
tinuous. Then for each XE E and n = 1, 2,..., the E-valued function 1 H 
R(A)” x, A > ws is o(E, F)-continuous. 
Proof: Let x E E, [ E F, and 3. > ws. Then because R(l) is a( E, F)-con- 
tinuous 
(R(A)*x, t)= (R(l)x, R(I)‘t)=jo* eC”‘(S(t)x, R(lw)'~) 
=s 3( e-“‘(R(1) S(t)x, 4) dt 0 
cc - >.r = 
j 0 
x 




i I e -‘(‘+‘)(S(s + t)x, 4) ds dt. 0 0 
The last step is a consequence of Tonelli’s theorem because 
e -A I(S(s+ t)x, t>l ds dt 
Z --l” I(S(u)x, <)I du dt 
m 
< e-(‘pc)u l(S(u)x, ()I du 
e-(i.pE)u I(S(u)x, <)I du 
whenever 0 < E < A - oS. 
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It follows by induction that 
for it = 1, 2,.... An appeal to dominated convergence now gives the result. 
A similar argument shows that for each x E E, the function (1, ,..., %,) H 
WI) . . . R(A,)x, E,, ..., An > wS is o(E, F)-continuous, n = 1, 2 ,... . 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that each operator R(A), 3, >o, is o(E, F)-con- 
tinuous. 
Then for each XE E and 5 E F, the function (Rx, 5 > is k-times con- 
tinuously differentiable on (as, co), and at each point i > os 
(2) 
for all k = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. From the resolvent relation, 
R(P) - R(i) 
p-1 = -R(P) R(A), I*, A> us, 
so by Lemma 3.1, we can take p -+ i to obtain the result for k = 1. 
Suppose now that (2) is true for k=n. We show that it is then true for 
k = n + 1, and so establishing (2) by induction . 
Write R’“‘(p) for (- 1)” n! R(,u)“+ ‘, p > oS. Then for A, p > ws 
R(“)(p) - R’“‘(A) 
= (-1)” n! (R(,a)“+ R(P)~-’ R(A)+ ... + R(A)“)(R(p)- R(A))/(p-A) 
= -( - 1)” n! (R(p)” + R(,u)“-’ R(A) + ... + R(1)“) R(p) R(A) 
=(-l)n+’ n! i R(p)+-j+’ R(L)‘+ ‘. 
j=O 
Applying Lemma 3.1 completes the proof. 
Essentially the same argument shows that for each XE E, the function 
(2 1 ,..., A,) H R(&) . . . R(l,)x, 1, ,..., 1, > oS has E-valued partial derivatives 
of all orders with respect to the topology a(E, F), for n = 1, 2,...; they can 
be calculated from formula (2). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that each operator R(1), 2 > us is o(E, F)- 
continuous. If x E E and 5 E F are points for which (Sx, 5 ) is a bounded con- 
tinuous function on (0, co), then 
(i) the sum 
existsfor all u>os, t>O and 
lim f e-%t)“( EpW)I” x, 4 >ln! = (s(t)x, 5 >; p-m n-0 
(ii) for each t > 0 
Equivalently, denoting the integer part of aE UJ! by [a], 
lim ( (uR(u))c”‘l x3 t-1 = (S(t)4 5). /I - oz 
Proof The relations follow from the inversion formulas for the Laplace 
transform of real valued functions [ 1,6.3.4,6.3.5] and formula (2). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let H be a subspace of F separating points in E such 
that Sx is continuous and bounded in a(E, H) for each x E E. 
Let C be a a(E, H)-closed convex cone in E such that R(iZ)C c C for all 
jl>W,. 
Then S(t)Cc C for all t > 0. 
Proof If there exists to > 0, x0 E C such that S( to) x0 $ C, then by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists 5 E H such that (S(t,) x0, e) 6 a and 
(x, ()>a for all XEC. 
However, this contradicts both (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.3. 
The convergence of the limits as p + co in Proposition 3.3 (i) and (ii) 
holds uniformly as t ranges over a compact subset of (0, co) 
[l, 6.3.3, 6.3.51. Moreover, if XE E and 5 E F are points for which 
lim ,,o+(S(t)x, 5>= (4 0, lim,,, (S(t)x, 5) =0 and (Sx, <) is boun- 
ded and continuous on (0, cx,), then the convergence is uniform on the 
interval (0, co). 
The proof for topologies other than weak ones also follows from 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that p is a locally convex topology on E with a 
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fundamental system of a(,!?, F)-closed, convex neighbourhoods of zero. If 
for some x E E, Sx is a p-bounded and p-continuous function on (0, co ), 
then the convergence in Proposition 3.3(i) and (ii) is uniform as < ranges 
over polars in F of neighbourhoods of zero in p; that is, the convergence is 
actually in p. 
4. GENERATORS OF F-SEMIGROUPS 
Attention is now focussed on those weakly integrable semigroups which 
have at most exponential growth at infinity in a(E, F), and are pointwise 
bounded in a(E, F) in a neighbourhood of t = 0. 
The main problem that confronts us is that even if the limits in 
Proposition 3.3 can be shown to exist, there is no guarantee that a 
semigroup S can be constructed from them; a locally convex space is com- 
plete for its weak topology if and only if it is isomorphic to a product of 
real lines. The argument is saved by appealing instead to compactness. 
The proof of the following elementary topological lemma is included for 
completeness. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a set and Y a Hausdorff topological vector space. 
Suppose that f,, n = 1, 2,... are Y-valued functions on X such that 
(i) f,, has relatively compact range in Y for each n = 1, 2,..., 
(ii) f,, + f untformly on X as n + CO, and 
(iii) f has relatively compact range in Y. 
Then U (f,(X): n = 1, 2,...} IS a relatively compact subset of Y. 
Proof We shall show that 
K= 0 {f(x), f,(x): n = 1, 2,...} 
is a compact subset of Y. 
Let U be an open cover of the set K. Then there exists a finite subfamily 
U, of U covering f(X). Since every Hausdorff topological vector space is 
completely regular, there exists a continuous function h: Y -+ [0, l] equal 
to one on the compact set f(X), and equal to zero outside of U U,. 
The function z H inf{ h(z + y): y E f(X)}, z E Y is continuous because 
f(X) is compact, so the set 
V=(z~Y:inf{h(z+y): yEf(X))>i} 
is an open neighbourhood of zero in Y. Moreover, f(X) + PC U UO. 
Now f, + f uniformly on X, therefore there exists a number N such that 
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for every n > N, f,(X) c f(X) + V. Because f(X) is a compact subset of Y, -- 
f(X) + P is closed in Y and f,(X) c f(X) + V c U UO for all n > N. 
Let U, be a finite subfamily of U covering the compact set 
U {f,(X): n<N}. Then U,u U, is a finite subfamily of U covering the 
set K. 
The proof clearly applies to any uniform space Y. 
Some terminology concerning closed operators and their adjoints needs 
to be mentioned. 
Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. A linear operator U: 9(u) -+ Y 
with domain 9(u) c X is said to be closed if its graph is closed as a subset 
of Xx Y. 
The adjoint u’: D(u’) -+X’ of the linear operator U: 9(u) + Y is the 
operator defined by (ux, y’) = (x, u’y’), XE 9(u) for all those y’ E Y’ for 
which the map XH (ux, y’), XE 9(u) is 0(X, X)-continuous whenever 
9(u) is dense in X. 
If u is closed and densely defined on X, then the domain of U’ separates 
points in Y. 
The next observation is due to Phillips [S, Theorem 1.43 for the case 
that X and Y are Banach spaces; the same proof works in the present set- 
ting. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let u: 9(u) + Y he a densely defined closed linear map,from 
X into Y. Furthermore, suppose that u is injective with dense range in Y. 
Then u’ is injective and (u’ ) ~ ’ = (u ~ ’ )‘. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let u: 9(u) + X be a densely defined, closed linear map with 
domain 9(u) c X. Suppose that u is a bijection from 9(u) onto X, and its 
inverse u Pi is continuous on X. 
Then for each n = 1,2,..., u”: 9(u”) + X is a closed and densely defined 
linear bijection from 9(u”) onto X, and (u”)’ = (u’)“. 
Proof Let v= u ‘. Then z/W = I on X. That U” is closed is a con- 
sequence of it being the inverse of the continuous linear operator v”. The 
set 9(u”) is dense in X because v(X) is dense in X and v is continuous. 
For every x E 9(Q), we also have vnunx = x. Taking adjoints, 
( un)‘(vn)’ = I on X’. By Lemma 4.2, v’ = (u’) ) ‘, so we have (u’)“( v’), = I 
also. Since ( vn)’ = (v’)“, ( un)’ = ( u’)~. 
Given a o(E, F)-densely defined linear map A, its o(E, F)-adjoint is 
denoted by A; to distinguish it from its adjoint with respect to the 
topology of E (which may not exist). 
A locally convex space X is said to have the closed graph property if 
every closed linear map u: X -+ X is continuous. 
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An extensive class of spaces with the closed graph property may be 
found in [4, 34.63. In particular, it includes the inductive limit of Frechet 
spaces. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let E be a locally convex space with the closed graph 
property. Let F be a subspace of E’ separating points in E. 
Suppose that R(1), A > co,, is a resolvent of a(E, F)-continuous linear maps 
on E such that for each x E E, IR(d)x + x in a(E, F) as ,I -+ co. 
Then there exists a a(E, F)-closed and a(E, F)-densely defined linear map 
A:$@(A)+ E such that R(A)= (U-A))‘, 1>w,. 
Set H=$iI(A) and K=g(A>.). 
The following two sets of conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a unique F-semigroup S: (0, 00) -+ Y(E) such that for 
every xE E, {e- “‘O’S(t)x: t > 0) is a o(E, F)-bounded subset of E, and R(A), 
1> o0 is the resolvent of S. 
(ii) (a) For each x E E, the collection of functions 
n = 1,2,... is a uniformly a(E, F)-boundedfamily of a(E, F)-continuous maps. 
(b) For every XEE ando>o,, 
{(A-w)” R(A)” x: A 3 or, n = 1, 2,...} 
is a relatively a(E, K)-compact subset of E. 
(c) For every 5 E K and o > co0 
{(A-w)” R(A)“’ 5: i >, w, n = 1, 2,...} 
is a relatively a(E’, E)-compact subset of E’. 
(d) The collection G of all 5 E Ffor which the set 
{(A-w)” R(n)ln 5: II 2 w, n = 1, 2,...} 
is a relatively a(F, H)-compact subset of Ffor every w > w0 separates points 
in E. 
Furthermore, the operator S(t) is a(E, F)-continuous for each t > 0 if and 
only cf G = F. 
Proof The condition that for each x E E, AR(;l)x -+ x in a(E, F) as 
i + co clearly implies that the range of each operator R(A), ,I > w0 is 
a(E, F)-dense in E and it is injective. 
By the resolvent relation, there exists a a(E, F)-densely defined operator 
A:~(A)~EsuchthatR(~)=(IZ-A)-‘and~(A)=R(1)Eforallil>w,. 
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It is a(& F)-closed (and so closed for the topology of E) because the 
operators R(A), iz > q, are assumed to be a(E, F)-continuous. 
With the operator A so defined, attention is now restricted to the 
resolvents R. For each r E F and ,? > oO, 
by Lemma 4.2, so D(A ;) = R(L)’ F. 
The proof is modelled along the lines of the proof of the Hille-Yosida- 
Phillips theorem for C,-semigroups on a Banach space [l]. It is divided 
into a number of steps. 
For every w > wO, set R,(l) = R(w + 2) for all A> 0, and A, = A - wl. 
For each t >O, o > q,, k = 1, 2 ,..., define the o(E, F)-continuous linear 
operator L,(R,)( t) by 
According to Lemma 3.2, L,(R,) is related to the Widder differential 
operators (defined in Section 3) of (R,,x, 5) by 
for every x E E and 5 E F. 
Assume first that the conditions (ii) hold. We construct the semigroup S 
and show that it satisfies the conditions of (i). 
To this end, fix o > w0 and put 
T w,k+I(f)=Lk(R,)(kt/(k+ I))= IL-tA,l(k+ III-“-I, 
T,,,(t)=(llt)R,(llt)=(Z-tA,)~’ 
for each t>O and k= 1, 2,.... Unless it is necessary to display the depen- 
dence of Tw,k on o > wO, it shall be written as Tk, k = 1, 2 ,.... 
Note that 9(AL)=9(A2) = R(L)* E for all A >o,,. By Lemma 4.3, 
iS(A:) = Q((A*)>) = R(n)‘* F, 2 > w0 also. 
CLAIM 1. For each x E 9(A), k = 1, 2 ,..., 
lim Tk(t)x=x 
r+o+ 
in a(E, F). 
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Proof of Claim 1. For each y E E and 5 E F, set 
M(Y,5)=suP{l((~1-~O)...(~n-OO)R(~1)...R(~,)Y,5)l: 
2 1 >..., 1, > cog, n = 1, 2 )... }. 
By condition (ii)(a), M( y, l) < co. From the resolvent relation 
@,A~) UPL) Y = CL&(~) &J(P) Y + R,(P) Y - MJ”) Y 
for every yEE and O<,u<k Now 
2 ,,..., 1, ~0, YE E, and 5~ F, so 
uniformly for A1 = ,..., 1, > 0, n 1, 2 ,.... In particular, 
lim (~kR,(~)k UP) Y, t > = (R,(P) Y, 5 >, l-+m 
for each k= 1, 2,... . 
Because 9(A)= R,(p)E, the claim follows from the definition of Tk, 
k = 1, 2,... . 
Now set T,(O) = Z, k = 1, 2,... . It follows that something more is also 
true; namely, for each x E Q(A ), Tk,( * ). . . Tkl(. )x is continuous in a( E, F) 
on [0, CD)‘, k ,,..., k,= 1, 2 ,..., j= 1, 2 ,... . 
CLAIM 2. For each x E Q(A2), 
Tic(t) ~,R,(i,)...~nR,(~,)x, k = 1, 2,... 
is Cauchy in the Mackey topology z(E, F) of the dual pair (E, F), uniformly 
for A, ,..., A, >O, n = 1, 2,..., and as t ranges over bounded subintervals of 
co, a). 
Proof of Claim 2. Acceding to Lemma 3.2, for each x E E and 5 E F, 
k = 1, 2,..., the function (Rkx, r) is differentiable on (CD,, co) and 
(Rkx, t)‘(A)= -k(R(A)k+‘x, <), A>%, 
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so the derivative of ( Tkx, <) is 
(Tkx, 5)‘(t)= l(f)*” R, (5)“” A,x, 5) 
= ((I-(i) A,)-‘-’ A,x, 5) 
= (Tk+,((k+ l)+)A,x, 0 
whenever x E 9(A). 
Moreover, by the remark after Lemma 3.2, for each x E 9(A2) and l E F, 
the function 
s I-+ (T’U -s) T&)X, < >, O<s<t 
has a derivative at the point s E (0, t) given by 
((s/k-(t-s)/‘j)(Z- [(t-s)/j] A,)-‘p’(Z-(s/k) AJkpl Atx, 5) 
for every j, k = 1, 2 ,... . 
By the remark after the proof of Claim 1 and condition (ii)(a), we may 
appeal to the fundamental theorem of calculus: 
(Tk(f)X- Tj(t)X, <> 
= 
s 




; ((s/k-(t-s)/“)(Z-(t-s)A,/j)-‘-‘(Z-sA,/k)-k-’ A;x, 5) ds. 
The family of functions in condition (ii)(a) is pointwise a(E, F)-bounded 
and so pointwise z(E, F)-bounded, therefore the claim follows immediately 
once it is noticed that A’R,(L)x= R,(1) A2x for all XE~(A’) and ;L>O. 
Exactly the same argument shows that for each r E 9((Ak)2), 
Tk(t)‘~,R,(~,)‘...~kRw(~k)’ 6 k = 1, 2,... 
is Cauchy in z(F, E), uniformly for A, ,..., A, > 0, n = 1, 2 ,..., and as t ranges 
over bounded subintervals of [0, co). 
CLAIM 3. For each XE E and t > 0, there exists a unique vector 
TJ t)x E E such that 
lim < T/c(t)-? t > = ( T,(t)x, t > 
k-tm 
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for all 4 E 9((A;)2). Furthermore, T,,,(t) &(1)x = R,(I) T,(t)x for all 
x~E, t>O and L>O. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let x E E. Firstly, for each 5 E 9( (,4;)2), t > 0, 
( T,Jt)x, c) = (x, Tk(t)’ c), k = 1, 2,..., is a Cauchy sequence by the 
preceding remark. 
Now T/J t)x, k = 1, 2,... has a a(E, K)-limit point y E E by condition 
(ii)(b), but because 9((A>)*) c 9(A>) = K, 
The point r,( t)x = y is uniquely defined because 9( (A>)‘) separates points 
in E according to Lemma 4.3. 
To see that T,(t) commutes with R(1) for every t >O and I*>w,,, we 
note that 
for every <E~((A>.)‘), because R(A)‘9((A’,)‘)e9((A>)*). Moreover, 
9((1!>)~) separates points in E. 
CLAIM 4. For each 5 Ed and t >O, there exists a unique vector 
T,*(t)<EE’ such that (T,(t)x, 5) = (x, T:(t)<) for all XE E. 
Proof of Claim 4. The proof is similar to that of Claim 3, but now we 
use condition (ii)(c) instead of (ii)(b). 
Because 9(A;?) separates points in E, it follows that the linear map 
T,(t): E + E is closed for each t > 0, so by the closed graph property of E, 
T,(t) E UE). 
According to Claim 4, T,(t)’ 1; = T,*(t)5 for all 5 E 9(A:). 
CLAIM 5. The set of all 5 E F such that T,(t)’ 5 E Ffor all t > 0 separates 
points in E. 
Proof of Claim 5. Let G be the set of condition (ii)(d). Let XE E and 
t E G. Then by Claim 2, 
<WA) P&)X, TAtI’ t: >> k = 1, 2,..., 
is a Cauchy sequence for each A, p > w0 and t > 0. 
580/73,&14 
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Now Tk( t)' 4, k = 1, 2 ,..., has a a(& H)-limit point [E F by the definition 
of G, so 
Moreover, from the definition of T,(t), 
Take A-+ cc and then ~-+cc to get (~,(t)x,T)=(x,~), so 
r,(t)’ 4 = [. By assumption, the set G separates points in E. 
The subspace 
of F contains G. It is therefore a T,L-invariant subspace of F separating 
points in the set E. 
CLAIM 6. For every x E 9(A*) and 5 E F, 
lim (~,(t)x, 5 > = (x, 5 >, r+o+ 
,“_“, (T,(t+h)x, 5>= (XT tf), t>o. 
Proof of Claim 6. For every x E 52(A*) and 5 E 9(A;f), 
by Claim 3. Furthermore, from Claim 2, for each x E 9(A2) and 5 E F, 
!iJmm < Tk(t)X? WA)’ PW)’ t > = < T,(t)-% WA)’ PNP)’ 5 > 
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uniformly for 1, p> oO, and as t ranges over bounded subintervals of 
[0, co). Therefore, take J. -+ co first, and then ,u --f cc to get 
uniformly for t in any bounded subinterval of [0, co). 
The conclusions now follow from assumption (ii)(a) and Claim 1, which 
imply that r,(. )x is continuous in a(,?, F) on [0, cc), k = 1,2 ,... . 
CLAIM 7. The map T: (0, 00) + Z(E) is a semigroup on E. 
Proof of Claim 7. First, we know that T,,,(t) 9(A*) c9(.4*) for all 
t > 0 by Claim 3. Suppose then, that 
ToAs + t) Y = ToAs) T,(t) Y, s, t>o 
for all y E g(A*), and let x E E. Then for every 1, p > w,,, s, t > 0, 
Taking A + cc and then p -+ cc gives the desired result. 
Bearing in mind the continuity property proved in Claim 6, all that 
needs to be proved now is that for each x E 9(A*), 
T,( t/m)” x = T,,,( t)x 
for every t > 0, and m = 1, 2 ,... . This is to be proved by induction. Only the 
case m = 2 is considered; the rest of the argument is clear. 
From Claim 2, Tk(t) Tj(t)x, k = 1, 2,..., converges in a( E, F) to 
T,(t) T,(t)x uniformly for j = 1, 2,... . In particular, T,J t)* x -+ TJ t)* x in 
a(E, F) as k + co; but by the definition of T,Jf), T,(t)* x = T2,(2t)x which 
converges in o(E, F) to TJ2t)x as k + co, as in the proof of Claim 6. 
Therefore the equality T,(2t)x = T,(t)* x holds. 
CLAIM 8. For each x E E and 5 E F, there exists M(x, {) > 0 such that 
I(T,(t)x, 01 <M(x, S)for all w>wo, t>O. 
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Proof of Claim 8. For each x E E and 5 E F, let M(x, 5) be the number 
defined in the proof of Claim 1. Then 
for all j = 1, 2 ,..., and all w > oO. 
Taking the limit as j + co, ;I -+ cc and then p + cc gives the bound. 
CLAIM 9. The map T,: (0, 00) + Y(E) is an F-semigroup on E with 
resolvent R,. 
Proof The subspace I;, of F defined prior to Claim 6 is T,L-invariant 
and separates points in E, so condition (Sl) holds. 
For each x E 9(A*), T,x is o(E, F)-continuous by Claim 6, and because 
T,(t) AR(A) pR(p)x = AR(l) pR(p) T,(t)x converges to T,(t)x in o(E, F) 
as A--+ co and then p -+ cc for each x E E, t > 0, it follows that (T,x, 0 is 
measurable for every 5 E F. Moreover, 
for every xEE, ~EF, and A>O. 
It remains to prove that R, is the resolvent of T,. 
For every x E E and 5 E F, the functions ( T,,x, 5 ) are continuous and 
uniformly bounded for n = 1, 2,... by (ii)(a). From Lemma 3.3, at each point 
t>O 
(Tnx, O’(t)= <&Tn+,((n+ l)tln)x, 0, n = 1, 2,..., 
so for every ;L > 0 
A r e-2’ <T,(t)x, 5  dt= (1, 5) +joa e +A,T,,+,((n+ l)t/n)x, 5) dr 0 
on integrating by parts. If now x E 9(A3), then taking n + co gives 
Afoxe -“‘(T,(t)x, t)dt= (x, T)+fo~e-“(T~“(t)A,x, 5) dt, 
s 
oc 
e-“( T,(t)(U-- ,4,)x, 5) dr = (x, 5). 
0 
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For any XED(A) we therefore have 
I 
53 
e~“‘(T,(t)(E.Z-A,)11R(~) vR(v)x, 5) dt= (pR(pL) vR(v)x, 5) 
0 
for all p, v > wo. By dominated convergence, the limit as /I + cc and then 
v -+ 00 gives 
Finally, set S,,(t) = e’“‘T,,(t), t > 0. Then R(A) = j: ec”S,,,(t) dt for all 
I. > W. For any two w, p > oo, (S,,,x, 0, (S,x, 4 ) are continuous 
functions on (0, co) for every XE E and 5 E~(A;?) (see Claim 6), and the 
resolvents of S,,, S,, are equal to R; by the uniqueness of Laplace trans- 
forms S, = S,, = S. 
From Claim 8, for each x E E and 5 E F 
e (,I’ I (S(t)x, r>l d M(x, 0 
for all t >O and o>oO, so the set 
{e p’oo’S( t)x: t > 0} 
is a a(E, F)-bounded subset of E for each x E E. Condition (i) has therefore 
been verified. 
Suppose now that (i) is true. As in Lemma 3.1, 
<N~,)...R(Ux, 4) 
m cc = 
I s 
. . . II ep(“l”l+ ... fj,nAn)(S(s, + . . . +s,)x, 5) ds, .. . 
0 0 
for every x E E, 5 E F and A1 ,..., 1, > wo, n = 1, 2 ,... . If e pWo’ 1(S(t)x, 5) 1 < 
M(x, 0 for all t > 0, then clearly 
so condition (ii)(a) follows. 
To show that (ii)(b) holds, we appeal to Proposition 3.3. Let o > w0 and 
[EK. As in Claim 1, T,Jt)‘(!+( in a(F, E) as t-+0’, so (Tk(t)x, t)+ 
(x, <) as t-+0+ for all XEE. 
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By condition (ii)(a), ( Tk(f)x, t) +O as t-+ co, and ( Tkx, 5) is con- 
tinuous on (0, co). Therefore, for each k = 1, 2 ,..., 
{ T/Jt)x: t > 0) 
is a relatively a(E, K)-compact subset of E; it is contained in the con- 
tinuous image of the compact set [0, co]. 
There exists [E F such that 4 = R(p)’ [ for some p > o,,, so 
(s(t)& 5) = (s(t)-? R(P) i> = (R(P) s(f)4 i> = (S(t) WPL)X, i> 
by Lemma 2.1. Since R(p)x E 9(A), appealing to Theorem 2.2 shows that 
(s(t)x, l> -+ (x, 5) as t+O+ and (Sx, <) is continuous on (0, co). 
Because ee”‘S( t)x --* 0 in g(E, F) as t + co, it follows that the set 
{ep'"'S(t)x: t>O) 
is a relatively a(E, K)-compact subset of E. 
Now Proposition 3.3 and the remarks following it show that TJt)x -+ 
e pw’S(t)x in the topology o(E, K) uniformly for t E (0, cc ). The set in (ii)(b) 
is a relatively a( E, K)-compact subset of E by Lemma 4.1. 
The verification of conditions (ii)(c) and (d) is similar. For each l E K, 
k = 1, 2,..., the set 
{Tk(t)‘<: r>Ol 
is a relatively o(F, E)-compact subset of F. The set 
is a relatively a(E’, E)-compact subset of E’. Moreover, by (Sl ), for a 
family G of l E F separating points in E, it is relatively o(F, H)-compact in 
F. Now apply Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 4.1 again. 
It is apparent from the proof that G = F if and only if s(t) is o(E, F)-con- 
tinuous for every t > 0. 
The topologies used in condition (ii) are likely to be hard to work with 
in applications, so it is worthwhile to consider when they can be replaced 
by more tractable ones. 
If for each XE E, Sx is o(E, F)-continuous on [0, co), then the set in 
(ii)(b) is relatively o(E, F)-compact, the set in (ii)(c) is relatively o(E’, E)- 
compact, and the set in (ii)(d) is relatively o(F, E)-compact. The proof 
appeals to Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 4.1 again, on noting that under this 
condition A”R(A)” x -+ x in a(E, F) as A -+ cc for all n = 1, 2,... . 
Of course, it is sufficient to verify the conditions (ii)(b), (c), and (d) in 
stronger Hausdorff topologies. By the same token, it is enough to invoke 
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relative sequential compactness or relative countable compactness to con- 
struct the semigroup S. If E’ is r(E’, E)-sequentially complete, then (ii)(c) 
can be dispensed with; whenever any bounded subset of E’ is strongly 
bounded, it is enough to assume that E’ is /3(E’, E)-sequentially complete. 
This covers the case when E is a Banach space. 
5. EXAMPLE 
The following example illustrates the application of Theorem 4.4. 
Let E = C[O, 11, the space of continuous functions on [0, l] equipped 
with the sup-norm. The continuous dual E’ of E may then be identified 
with the space M[O, l] of real Bore1 measures p: 9?[0, l] -+ R on [0, 11. 
The variation measure of p E M[O, 1) is denoted by 1~1. The space E has 
the closed graph property by the closed graph theorem. 
Let ~={O,~E[O,~]:~+COS(~/~)=O} and set 
F= {pgM[O, 11: 1~1 (r)=O}. 
Then F is a proper subspace of E’ and F contains all unit point masses 6,, 
a E [0, 1 ]\ f. Two continuous function on [0, 1 ] which have equal values 
at every point of the set [0, l]\r are identical. It follows that F separates 
points in E. 
Define R(A) E Y(E), I > In 2 by 
R(A)f(x) = .f(x)lCJ. - ln(x(l + cos(llx)))l, 
Ni)f(x)=O, 
for every f E E. 
We will see that R(A), A > In 2 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.4 so 
it is the resolvent of a unique F-semigroup S on E. It can easily be verified 
that the semigroup S is given by 
S(r)f(x)= 141 +COS(~IX)l’f(Xh Odx<l, x#l- 
S(t) f(x) = 0, XET 
for all f E E and t > 0. The semigroup S is actually an E’-semigroup on E. 
Note however that S is not a C,-semigroup on E, so the Hille-Yosida- 
Phillips theorem does not work in this case. It does apply to the closure of 
the range of R(A), A > In 2. 
Now R(I) f(x) = gj.(x)f(x), 0 <x < 1 for every i > In 2 and f~ E. The 
function g, is continuous and vanishes on r. 
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Let 
9(A ) = {f E E: lim In x( 1 + cos( l/x)) f(x) exists for each a E r}, 
Y - ‘I 
W(x) = Cln 41 + wllx))l f(x), OQx6 1, x+r, 
#(a) = lim [ln x( 1 + cos( l/x))] f(x), a E r, 
1 + u 
for eachfES(A). Clearly R(R)=(AI-A))’ for i>ln2. If 
Q(B)= p~El:l’ ~lnx(l+cos(l/x))~ dIpI (x)<cc , 
0 
Bp( W) = 1 In x( 1 + cos( l/x)) &(x), WE WA 1 I, w 
then it is readily verified that B = AL and B 1.9(B) n F= A;. 
Next we see that for each f~ E, lR(i)f -+f in g(E, F) as ,!. + a. 
Whenever XE [0, l]\f, j-g,(x) -+ 1 as A-+ co and by the definition of F, 
IPI (U = 0 for each ~EF. By dominated convergence, 
limj. + x (M(A)f, p) = (f, ,u) proving the assertion. 
Set w,,= In 2. Then for each f~ E, ll(l -coo) R(A)fll r d II f IIIx: for the 
sup-norm /I. II sm on E, because I(& oO) g,(x)] < 1 for all XE [0, l] and 
j” > wO. Condition (ii)(a) of Theorem 4.4 is certainly satisfied. 
Now we verify condition (ii)(b). Let H=&@(A) and K=9(B)n F. 
LetfEE, o>mO and set 
F,Jt) = (k/t)k R(k/t + o)k .f 
for every t > 0 and k = 1,2,... . We need to show that the set 
{Fk(f): t>O, k= 1, 2,...} 
is a relatively ~(6 K)-compact subset of E. This follows if we show that by 
putting Fk(0) = I and F,Jco) = 0 for k = 1, 2,... the functions Fk: 
[0, co] -+ E, k = 1, 2,... are equicontinuous on the compact set [0, co] into 
(6 46 K)). 
Each function Fk, k = 1, 2 ,..., is differentiable in E on (0, co ) and for t > 0 
we have 
Fk(t) = (k/t)k R(k/t + co)” k/t[k/tR(k/t + o)f-f]. 
It follows that for every p E K, 
I<Fdf)-Fh)t~)l <sup (J. IW~+w)f-fl, IA> It-4 i. z- 0
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for every s, t >O and k= 1,2 ,... . Now 
cwn + w)f-flb) = 
W-Ml +cos(~/x)I)--I.OX) 
1” + w-In x[ 1 + cos( l/x)] 
for all x E [0, 11, so 
lim 
I + 5 
(L[AR(A + w)f-f], p) = J1 (In x[ 1 + cos( l/x)] - w)f(x) &(x) 
0 
by dominated convergence. 
Therefore sup ;. , o (A IA.R(A+w)f-JI, jpl)<cc and the family {Fk: 
k = 1, 2,... } of E-valued functions is equicontinuous from (0, co) into 
(E, a(E, K)). Since lim,,,(F,(t), p) = (f, p) for every PE K, the family is 
also equicontinuous on [0, a). To see that it is equicontinuous on [0, GO], 
we must show that Fk( t) + 0 in a(& K) as t -+ 00, uniformly for k = 1, 2,... . 
Now for all x E [0, 11, t > 0 and k = 1, 2 ,..., we have 
lFJt)(x)( = I[1 - [lnx(l +cos(l/x))-a]t/k]-k f(x)1 
(w. - In x( 1 + cos( l/x))t/k) 
1 + (o -w&/k 
G I Cl + (a - OOPI ’ f(x)1 
giving the result, and so proving condition (ii)(b). The proof of condition 
(ii)(d) is similar. By the remark after Theorem 4.4, E’ = M[O, 11 is sequen- 
tially complete, so condition (ii)(e) is unnecessary. 
The application of Theorem 4.4 yields the F-semigroup S whose 
resolvent is R(A), A > oo. 
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